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ABSTRACT

+A comprehensive phase••hUt analylle of" .p ela.tic-scattering

data at 310-Mev incident-pion laboratory kinetie energy hal been performed.

The experimental data utUlzed include mealurements of the dUferential and

total eros••ectlonl and of the recoU ...proton polarization. The D-wave

phase shlits were found. to be definitely needed in order to attain an adequate

fit to the data. A general eearch lor phase - .hift solutions was carried out,

uling S-, P-, and D-wave phale shUte. One .olution....ol the Fermi type .....

wa. found. that fite the data .ignillcantly better than any of the other solutions

obtained. The calculated error. in the pha.e .hUtl of tbia let vary from

0.4 to 0.6 deg. Becaus. it wal felt that thes. errora might be deceivingly

reatrictive, the effect. of Imall nuclear F-wave pha.e ehUt. on tbe relults

of the analy.Is were inveetigated and were found to be large: not only are

the uncertainties In the original Fermi-type solution merea.ed, but addi

tional .etl of phale shifts arhe that lit the data well. One of theae new

lolutionl I••ImUar to the original Fermi aet except that the magnitude. of

the phase ahUt. in thh new fit are in general larger than those in the initial

solution, and the algnl of the D-wave phaa••hift. are revereed. The nuclear

phase ahifts in the original Fermi .olution and their I'm. error. are (when
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V-wave pha.e .hilt. are allowed): 83• 1
111 - 17.Z d: Z.6 de,. P3.1- .. Z.9

• 4.0 deg. P3 ,= 135.0 III: 0.6 del. D] 3=3.1 * z..6 de" D3 Sill .. -6.9 11= Z.l deg,
. , . .

..3. Sill 0.5 II: 0.6 deg. F 3.7-" 0.6 II: 1.4 del. Although theory appear. to favor

tbb let. further theoretical and experimental .vidence I. desirable. The

value. liven here lor the flr,t !lve pha•••hUtl approximate the corre.pond

Ing value. obtained when the "-wave pha•••hiltt were al.um~d negUllble •.
Howev.r p .U except P3.3 fall outelde the limit. •• t by th••mall orlltnal

.1'1'0101. Inela.tic.leatterlng proce•••• w.re nealected during the phale-.hilt

analyll.. Calculation. indicat. that. if the•• proc•••• , could properly be

taken into account, any chanae. in the quoted value. 01 the ph••e ahitta

wou14 probably b. wen within the eorr••pondina error. liven her.. Exten.lon

of the pha.....hUt lnqubie. to includ. 0 wave. wa. attempted.. but it wa. ob ..

• erved thattbe avaUabl. data and theory do not allow the Q-wave interaction

to be a'snllieautly incorporated into the analy.lI.
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Berkeley, California

November 16, 1960

1. INTRODUCTION

+A aerie. of e~pf)rimentalmeasurementa on" -p 8cattering at an

incident-pion laboratory kinetic energy of 310 Mev hal been completed.

Data obtained include values of the rec:oU-proton polarization at four angle.

of observation, 1 dlf£el'ential-cro'8-.eedon (DCS) measurement. at 23 distinct

Z Zangle., ILnd total ..crol....eetloD value.. The polarization and cro.....ection

data are noteworthy because of the relatively high accuracy that ha. been at

tained.

Scattering data lucb a.. the•• can be analyzed in term. of phase

ahUt., by using the method of partial waves. The amount of Bucce•• with

which .. phase-ahUt analy.is can be performed is a measure of the complete

nes. of the experimental data at the energy being considered. A satisfactory

comprehensive theory must predict the behavior and magnitude of the phase

.hUts. These parameters therefore provide a meeting place for thtlory and

experiment. The more accurately the phase shifts are known, the more

severely is an acceptable theory limited.

•This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commis8ion.

tpre.ent address: Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, California.
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Many phase-shift analyses of 'II' -p cross-section data have been

performed in the past. At pion laboratory kinetic energies below about 200

Mev, the experimental data. have been fitted .atisfactorily by using only the

first two terms of the partial-wave expansion--that is, Sand P waves. Above

the lOO-Mev energy region, the po. sible participation of D waves in the pion-

proton interaction has made the results of the data analysea uncertain. It

has been difficult to determine the value. of the D-wave phase sbifts because

of the insen.itive manner in which theae parameters enter into the crO.B

Bectlon equations and the relatively large errors in many 01 the cross-section

measurement.. The lnde!inltenea. of the D-wave phase shifts haa Introduced

uncertalntle. in other phaee shifts. In the.e earlier analyles, not only have

the value. and atgns of lome of the phase shifts in a solution been uncertain,

but aho several different types of solution have been obtained. These dis

simUar .ets ot pha.e shifts are all good litl to the data.

We have performed a phase-shift analylil, employing the experimental

data now avaUable at 310 Mev. The pha.e-ahift uncertainties ju.t mentioned

+have been invesUgated. Not only haB the role of D waves in the 1t -p Inter-

action been examined, but the available data aho have enabled UI to extend

the phale-shift investigations to include F waves.

The equations used in our analysis are dilcu.led in Section 11.

The dilferent type I of phase-ehift ambiguities that have arisen In the past

are briefly mentioned there. In Section Ill, we describe our phase-Bhift

inveltigationa. and present the reBults obtained. A discussion 01 these

results follow. in Section IV. 3
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II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND RELATED DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the equations used in our phase-shift

analyai8. Oeneral expreluione are given for the non-spin-flip and spin-

flip elastic-scattering amplitude. aa derived through the ule of the method

+of partial waves. These equation. apply to w -p scattering and take into

account both nuclear and Coulomb eflectl. First-order relativistic correc-

tiona to the Coulomb-.cattering amplitude. will be incorporated into these

equations. We Include in th18 eectlon the expr.s.lon8. in term. of the

scattering ampUtudes. for the DeS and recoll-proton polarization in pion

proton elastic Icatterins. Finally, the variou. phase-shift ambiguities are

noted, and our notation lor the phale shifts 11 given.

It la convenient to discu8. the pion-proton scattering in the center

of-ma•• (c. m.) syltem. One generally investigate. the Icattering that takes

place in the horizontal plane, which Is experimentally the .lmple.t plane to

treat. Consider a right-handed x-y-z Carte81an coordinate system. with

the pion and proton moving along the z axls before the collision. Let the

.catterm. occur at the origin and allow the +y direction to be up, perpen-

dicular to the plane of the scattering. We wUI use the symbol 9 toc. m.

repre.ent the angle in the c. m. system between the direction of scattering

and the Initial direction of motion of either particle. Thla angle will be

referred to as the c. m ••cattering angle.

A. Scattering Amplitudes

+The non-spin-flip and epin-flip .cattering amplitude. in tr -p

elastic scattering can be written
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and
eo

h(O,4I) a J\ L
Lill

(2)

(3)

The term ''non-epin-fiip'' reler. to the type 01 .cattering in which the component

01 the proton .pin in the direction ot the incident beam i. unchangedl "spin-flip"

refer. to the .catterlng in which the II component ot the proton .pin b reversed.

In Eqa. (I) and (2.), a(O) 18 the non-spin-flip scattering amplitude, h(O,~) is

the .pin-flip .cattering amplitude, L lit the orbital-angular-momentum quantum

number, fJ and + are the .pherical angular coordinatea defining the direction of

8cattttrina ot the particle (either pion or proton) considered to move In the tz

4
direction belore the colli.ion, J\ la the wavelength of either particle, dividod

r:I:
by Z1f. In the CI. m••yetem, 6L are the pha.e .hUh de.criblng the total

(nudear plus Coulomb) interaction and relating to atate. with a .pecified L

and with J. L:I: I/Z. where J i. the total-angular-momentum quantum

•number (the.e pha.e .hilt. are real quantities), bL are the ''inelastic

parameter." (the.e are real numbers with magnitude. Ie." than or equal to

unity. and take into account inola. tic reaction81 they are all equal to unity only

If no Inela.tic .cattering occur.), and PL(eoe 0) h the Legendre polynomial.

In addition. we have DL II [ 41fL(Ltl)/(ZLtl)1 l/Z, and

d:tl
y L (0,4» l1:li spherical harmonics

(

ZL + l~ J/Z
d :l:i4J..t. sin (J [ PL(co. O)} e •

4trL(L+l) d(cos 0)
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(4)

For L:= 0, the quantity !L is zero; for L 7 I,

L
- '\ -1 .. 11L = L tan ('V x),

x=l

with T) C e 2/ftv (positive for 'IT f -p scattering), where v is the laboratory velocity

of the incident pion.

Equations (1) and (2), in a slightly different form and witit the In-

S
elastic parameters set equal to unity, can be found in Critchfield and Dodder.

The"" equation. take into account both Coulomb and nuclear 8cattering. Al

though we will refer to I L a8 the nonrelativietic Coulomb phase shift of order

L, it 11 actually tho difference between the nonrelativistic Coulomb phase

shifts of order L and of order zero. 6 The upper signa in the expression for

the spherical harmonics are to be used when the proton spin 18 pointing in the

flS direction before the collision; the lower dgns, when the proton spin is

initially pointing in the -z direction.

The first term in Eq. (1) i. the nonrelativistic Coulomb-scattering

amplitude, which approaches infinity as the .cattering angle approaches

o deg. Becau•• of this singular hehavior, we wil11'ind the form of Eq. (1)

advantageous. The summation in this expression for g(8) contains just the

difference between the total and the nonrelativifitlc Coulomb-scattering

amplitudes, and iI expected to converge more rapidly than an expansion in

which the nonrelativistic Coulomb-scattering amplitude has not been separated

out.

*The phase shifts always enter into the equations in the form 26 L •

Thus multiples of 180 deg can be added to or subtracted from the phase shifts

without changing any function of these parameters. Before quoting phase

shift values, we will frequently make changes of 180 deg in order to reach a

desired angular region.
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Let u. divide the pha•••hilt. de.cribing the total interaction into

a pure Coulomb part and an additio!lal portion that arile. only when the

nuclear interaction 18 added to the Coulomb interaction. We then can write

• • :I:: *the total pha.e ehilt. ae 6L = ! L + 6L•N' where the 'ymboll I L

repreeent the relativistic Coulomb phase IIhilte of order L and are eet equal to

- .1:'* 7 I.:Z :r.!.L + A;c L· The quantitie. A.:t, L are corrections to J:. L (the nonrelativietic

Coulomb pha.e .hilt) due to modilicatlone of the nonrelativiatic Coulomb

.cattering. The modUication. that we will ellICUIi. are the relativhtic

8 •
correction. aiven by Solmitll. The quantities 61:. N approximate the pion..

proton nuclear pha.e Ihiltl 01' order L. By nuclear pha•••hUtt. we mean

tho.e that would de.cribe the interaction if no Coulomb effeell exilted. It 11

•to be Itre••ed that the 6L • N are only approximation. to the nuclear pha.e

.hUtt, the quantitle. obtained when the pure Coulomb phaee Ihiltl are lub

tracte4 from the total ph.le .hUt. Itill contain remnante of the Coulomb

interaction. W. as lume that the additional correctione needed .to obtain

the true nuclear ph••••hUu are .mall.
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B. Inclusion of Firet-Order Relativistic Coulomb Corrections

Firat-order relativi.tic corrections to the nonrelativistic Coulomb-

.cattering amplitude. can be written

and

(non-.pin-flip correction). (5)

where

- h. '1 B .in 8 It;i4>>AbC =+ 2 e (.pin-flip correction).
Z .in (0/2)

(tl11'l3 p )/Z + (Z"'p - 1) p'lpl4
A. • ••

1 + f:3",l3 p

(6)

and

B-
(fAp fJ11'Pp )/Z + (2fAp • 1) Pi/"

1 + "TrJ'p

Here ~p and fJ", are the c. m. veloc1tie. of the proton and pion, re8pectively.

divided by the ve!ocity ollight i and ....p 18 the magnetic moment of the proton

in nuclear magneton.. The other quantities in Eq•• (5) and (6) have been

previou.ly defined. The8e formula. were obtained from Eq•• (2) and (3) of

8
$olmitzJ we n.ed the relation.hip vIc III' ("'If +Pp)/(l + "","pl. where (a. in

the expre'810n lor '1) v Ie the laboratory velocity of the incident pion. The

effect of the magnetic moment of the proton 11 included in the.e correction••

The double din belore the expression for AbC' and the ezl::i+ factor after.

are nece••ary to account {or the two possible initial .pin etatee. The double

.ign convention is the same a. in Eq•• (2) and (3) of thi8 report. The order

of the.e eigns haa been chosen .0 that the relative phase of the nuclear and

Coulomb .pin-flip scattering amplitudes in Eq. (1) of reference 8 agrees

with the corre.ponding relative phase in our Eq. (8).
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To incorporate these correction. into our analy81l, we decompose

them into partial waves. Thil allows them to be separated into two part.--

one corresponding to .tate. with L~LMAX' and the .econd containing the

remainder. The quantity LMAX iI the maximum value 01 the quantum number

L whol. related pat-Hal wave 11 affected by the nuclear interaction. For

~LMAX' unitarity ill maintained by employing the u8ual partial-wave ex

pre••lonl but now interpreting part of each pha.e shilt a. arising from the

correction term'. The.e phale-.hiit corrections are ••timated by compar-

ing the fir.t-order Solmit- corrections with Eq.. (l) and (Z) taken to lowest

order. Our ba..1c a ••umption it that the'. correction. to the Coulomb phase

.hilt. are not altered by the other interaction.. We .ubtract them. along

with the nonrelativiltic Coulomb pha•••hifte, from the total pha.e .hilts,

to obtain ••tlmate. of the nuclear phil'••hift.. In contra.t to the method

f~r L~LMAX' the part of the correction AbC for L>LMAX ia .imply

added to the relt of the .pin-flip .cattering amplitude, with no attempt to

pre.erve unitarity in the higher-order .tatel. Becau.e AgC i. independent

of angle, it 1. entirely taken into account by the correction to the S-wave phase

.hilt.

The procedure Ju.t de.cribed yield. the following expre.8ion. for

the correction. to the nonrelativistic Coulomb pha.e shift. r
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Using the.e resulte and Eq. (4), we can compute the numbers presented in

-:ir fTable I. It 11 ob8erved that the quantitie. Ai L are .mall and, or low

L, 1 L 1. allo .mall. Thu., lor low Land e not too near 0 deg,

the approximation. made in expanding Eq•• (1) and (2) to f'lr.t order (with

only the Coulomb interaction allowed) are Ju.tified.

Handling the Solmitz correction. a. discu.sed, we can write the

non-.pin-flip and spin-flip ela.tic-.cattering amplitude. a.

g(O). - )r. t {cxp - i'lln[.in
2(o/zn}

Z .in (0/2)

+ .",

and

[ (

bi, exp(216~) .. exp(ZiIL ) )
(Lf!)

ZI

6). (7)

h(e,~) • +" )r. !l B sin e
Z

Z lin (O/Z)

L MAX

+ l\ L
L=1

[b+ + - -L e"p(Zi6 L) - b L exp(2i6 1)
Z i

- '1 B(ZL + 1_'J DY.l( 9, q,) •
L(L + W L L

(8)

The part of the correction abC for L > L MAX has been included in h(e, ep)

by adding the entire Ahe and then subtracting oli the L~LMAX portion. We

.ummarize the sign conventions employed in Eqs. (7) and (8):
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(a) In each place where double eigne occur in the expres.ion lor

h(6, ,), the upper lign 18 to be uled when the proton .pin

18 pointing in the +& direction before the colli_iona the

lower _ign, when the proton epin tl initially pointing in the

-& direction.

(b) The • luperlcripta on 6Land b
L

refer to Itatel with

J • L. l/Z.

Equatione (7) and (8) are limilar to expre••ion. that are obtained

it one limply addl the nuclear and Coulomb ecattering amplitude.. However,

differencee exiat becaU8e the method pre.ented here add. nuclear and Coulomb

phase ehilt, rather than amplitudes lor L~LMAX. Except £01' the modification.

due to the Solm1tz corr.ctionl~ our approach 18 •••enUally that used by Stapp,

Ypsilantie, and Metropolie. 9

elastic

c. Crole-Section and Polarization Expressione

To obtain expr••done for the DeS and recoil-proton polarization in

+'" .p .cattering in terme ot phaee ehifU, when both nuclear and Coulomb

effect. are preeent, we uee the equation.

II 9". m.l· Iauu IZ + Ih puIz • (9)

and

P(B ) IIc. m.

...
Z Im(g h A )

0.0. EO.

1(6 )c. m.

(10)

Here the quantity inn ill given directly by Eq. (1), and h
13n

is given by Eq. (8)

when one seh <I> III 0 or 180 deg and employe the upper .ign in each place

where double sign. occur.
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Equation (10) follow. from the rellults of Fermi t. article, 10 and

Eq. (9) can be found, in a lomewhat different form. in Bethe and de Hoffmann. 11

In obtaining Eq. (10). we have used the polarization definition

P I!l (N
U

- Nn)/(Nu f Nn ), where NU a.nd NO are the intensities of recoiling

proton. with their spin vector8 pointing in the +y (assumed up) and -y

(a.sumed down) directions, respectively. The lubecripts 0. and p denote

the proton .pin .tate. in which the Ipin points in the +z and -s directions,

respectively. The fir.t subscript on g and h refer. to the .pin 8tate after

the collilion, and the second to the .pin etate before the col1l1ion (the reveree

of Fermi' ••ublcript notation). In obtaining Eq. (10), we have u.ed

h
13

a. I: • hap' a relation.hlp that can be leon from Eq. (8) to be valid for

+= 0 and 180 deg. l'his specification of the + value 18 actually no restriction

becaU8e one may choose the x-z plane, which contain. 1> = 0 and 180 deg,

to coincide with any scattering plane of inter«ut. With q. .pecified, gC14 and

h
13

t.t depend only on the one angular coordinate 8. Because (J can refer to

the angle between the direction of scattering and the initial direction of motion

of either particle, we have u8ed the symbol 8 in Eqs. (9) and (10),c. m.

lollowlni the definition at the beginning of Section II.
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D. Ambi~ities and Phase-Shift Notation

Owing to the nature of the equations, more than one set of phase

shifts have arisen in the analY811 of pion-proton 8cattering data. Each set

has distinct characteristics and, within certain limitation., yields a

satisfactory fit to the experimental data. It is important to determine which

of the several possible solutions corresponds to the true .olution. The

+variou8 uncertainties in the 1f -p phase shifts may be clas.ed a. the Fermi-

12-14 15Yang-Minami ambiguity, the O-wave phase-shift ambiguity, and the

12uncertainty in the absolute sign of a given set of phase .hUts. We shall let

the term "Minami- Yang" refer to the 8et of phase shifts obtained when the

13Minami transformation 18 applied to the Yang set, a. opposed to the

"Minami" 8et, which la similarly obtained from the Itermi-type solution.

The phase-shift notation that we will employ Is given in Table ll.

The conventional .ymbol. for the S.. , P-, and D-wave phasoe shifts have been

modified to present a consistent notation when F waves are included in the

analysis. As before, the first subscript iI twice the total isotopic spin, and

the second i. twice the total angular momentum. Beca.use we are dealing with

'II'+.p scattering, only the state with isotopic spin of 3/2 enters into the

interaction.
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III. PHASE-SillFT ANALYSIS

16Our phase-shift analysis and the re.ulte obtained will now be discussed.

We firat examine the general method used in the.e investigationl. Then, we

de.cribe the analysh involving S, p, and D waves and the evidence that the

D-wave phase .hift, are needed in order to a.ttain an adequate fit to the data.

Tho ambiguity in the D-wave phase .hift. is mentioned. .Finally, the inclusion

of F wave" in the analysia 11 discu••ed, and a180 deaacribed is the attempt

to add a waves.

A. General Method

In the analyli. of our experimental crols-section and polarization data,

we used an IBM-704 electronic computer and the formula. pre.ented 1n

Section II. The grid ••arch procedure was employed, in which the phase

.hUb are varied in cycles. 11 When varying a phase .hift by the increment

A, our computer program makes u.e of the equality exp[ 2i(6+A)} =exp(Zi6)

X exp(ZiA). Thi. equation, when separated into real and imaginary parU,

contain. the sine and coline of 26 and ZA on the right-hand .ide. After

these lour trigonometric functions have been initially calculated, variations

of the size A can be made in 6 without the computation of any new trigonometric

functions. Because only relatively simple arithmetic operations are involved.

18thie method reduce. the computational time.

Our program is arranged so that. in the lIearch for a fit to the data,

the computer varies the phase shift. but not the inelastic parameters. In

the major portion of our phase-shift investigation., and unless otherwise stated,

the inelastic parameters were assumed to be unity; that is, only elastic

.cattering was allowed. This assumption is reasonable owing to the apparently

small amount of inelastic scattering at 310 Mev (see Section IV-A). If there
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M-

were .ubotantial inelastic scattering, the inelastic parameter. could be

con.iderably 10811 than unity. We might then have had to vary both the

inelastic parameter. and the phase shifts in the search lor the true lolution,

and the analysis would have become more complicated.

Although we generally disregarded inelastic Icattering. we eventually

wanted to inveetigate its influence on the resulh of the pha.a-shift analysis.

Our program enables the computer to accept 'elected values ot the inelastic

parameter. and employ the.e initial value. throughout the .earch procedure.

Variou. combination. of the•• parameter. can be chosen. the .olution of in-

tereet can be redetermined, and the resultant pha..e-shift change. can be

examined. In thi, way, one ill able to obtain e.t1mate. of tho errOl" in·

troduced into the analysis by the assumption that all the lnela8tic parameter.

are unity.

The predictions of a given set of phase shift. are compared with

the available experimental data by computing the quantity M. where

2 xlc ) • x\e)
i E,!

Here x~e) 18 the quantity Xi ae obtained from experiment, E
i

is the

experimf!lntal error (standard deviation) tn X(~) , and x1C
) is the quantity

Xi I'" calculated by the computer from a given set of phase shifts. We 8urn

over all the experimental measurements.

ExprClr.U1ing M in terms of quantities for which we have experimental

data, we write

z
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where P
J

is the polarization of the recoil protons at the c. m. scatter-

ing angle 00 ) , EJ(P) 11 the experimental error in Pj(e), I
k

18 the elastic
c. m.

DeS for scattering at the c. m. angle O(k) , E(kI) is the experimental error
c. m.

(e). (I) 11 thein lk • I is the varlable normalization parameter for the DCS, E

experimental error in • (the experimental value of « is 0 • ECI ». IT 18

Theare calculated by using Eqs. (9) and (10).p(c)
J

program computes I~) by integrating the elastic DCS over the angular

region between 0(1) and e(Z) • and by adding on the total inelasticc. m. c. m.

the total erOS8 section (elastic plus inelastic) between the cutoff angles

0(1) and e(Z) ,and E(T) 18 the experimental error in IT(e) • The
c. m. c. m.

quantities I~) and

cro•• section when it is assumed to be nonnegligible. The first summation in

the expression for M extends over all angles for which polarization data

existl the eecond summation, over all angles for which elal!ltic DeS data

were obtained. We assume that the experimental errors entering into

M are independent. normally distributed, and realistically estimated.

The search program requires the computer to find a set of phase

.hilts for which M has a minimum value. beginning at a given 8et of phase

.hifts. In this way. a least-squares fit to the data is attained. Such a fit

corresponds to a minimum point in the sense that a change of :l:AFINAL in any

one of the phase shifts gives a larger value of M than the value calculated at

the minimum. Here A.FINAL is the smallest increment employed when the

phase shifts are varied. The resulting value of M may not have the absolute

minimum magnitude obtainable, because the computer stopa at the firet

relative minimum that it notices. Different initial sets of phase shift.

can lead to different minima, some of which may have even lower M values.
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During the search procedure, the computer varies c in the same

manner that it varies the phase shifts. Thus the computer is able to modify

the absolute scale of the DeS in order to improve the fit to the data. The

experimental error in _, E(f), is comprised of the uncertaintiell in the DeS

absolute scale. Errors of this type include uncertainties in the intensity and

contamination of the incident pi-meson beam and in the thicknes 8 of the liquid-

hydrogen target. Independent errors, such as statistical counting uncertainties.

are attached to each DeS measurement individually and are denoted E~I) •

These independent errore indicate the accuracy with which the various

measurements are k:l0wn with respect to one another (effects of systematic

uncertaintle8 in the shape of the DCS are discussed in Section Ill-B). The

use of the variable • enable. the phase-shift analysis to keep the independent

errors in the individual DCS measurements separate from the uncertainties

in the absolute scale. thus allowing an optimum amount of information to be

obtained from the DCS data and permitting independent errors in the ex-

pre••ion for M. Although we will generally disregard • in our further dis

cu••io~ of the program and when quoting results, it was always present in

our analyeh.

Owing to the influence of the small relative error in the value of

l~) used, the principal effect of • in our analysis was to enable the elastic

DeS curve to be normalized to the total-cross-section measurement. In

performing this normalization, we usually assumed that we could neglect the

inelastic-scattering contribution to the total cross section. Because the amount

of inelastic scattering at 310 Mev is apparently not appreciable, the error

introduced by its disregard in the normalization procedure appears to be small

compared with the error in the total-cross-section measurement.
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It is illuminating to visualize the hypersurface that would be ob-

tained if M. could be plotted a. a function of the phase shifts. The region

around a point where M haa a minimum value corresponds to a depression

in the hypereurface. In the phase-.hilt discussions to follow. we will

sometimes refer to thh visual representation.

The usefulness of any possibly acceptable pha8e-shUt fit is increased

if one can ascertain tho accuracy with which the experimental data determine

tho individual phase shift.. We employed the customary method of error

calculation, which involves the error matrix. Although the details of our

calculation diller 80mewhat from those described by Anderson !La~, 19

the general method 1_ the same. The square roota of the diagonal elements of

the error matrix give the rme errore in the phase shifts. Each oll-diagonal

element i_ the product of a correlation coefficient and the two related rms

errors.

All a check on the result- obtained from the error matrix, the rms errors

in the phase ehift. were also calculated by a second method. In thb method,

one phase shift 18 changed {rom its 'Value at the minimum and then held fixed

while all the other phase shifts are 'Varied until M can be decreased no further.

U we let the resulting value of M be denoted M' 0 and let Mo be the 'Value of

M at the minimum point corresponding to the _olution under consideration, tho

change required in the fix~d phase shift to give a difference of unity between

M' 0 and MO is tho rms error in that phase shift. Errors in all the phase

ehifts can be calculated in this way, but at the expense of considerably more

computer time than when the error-m.atrix method is used. We obtained

satisfactory agreement between the results of the two method. of. error

determination.
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The SPO Random Search
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The pha8e-shift investigations were begun with a random 8earch

involving S-, P-, and D-wave phase shifts. In order to find every

minimum that might lie in the neighborhood of the true solution, the computer

was asked to begin searching at a large number of random point~ scattered

over the M hyper.urlace. A total of Z44 random 8et. of phase shifte were

fed into the computer. The values of all five phase shift, (53, I' P3, l'

P3,'" D3,3' D3,5) in every set were randomly .elected. The initial value

of t was always zero. From these 244 random positions on the hypersurface,

the computer .earched and found Z7 distinct clueters of .olutlons (phase-

shift fiU). The solutions in each duster agree with one another to within a

lew tenths ot a degree in eV8t'y phase shift. The different clusters apparently

correspond to variou. relative minima. E:ach of the ten relative minima

in the group with the lowest values of M was detected by the computer at

least five times. I! one asaumes that the relative minima are randotnly

.paced on the M hypersurface and can be entered with equal ease, then the

probability of having overlooked a 8et of phase shifts with a low M value is

le.8 than 1%.

Sinoe the completion of our SPD random search, both the computer

program and the input data have been reviaed and extended. The most im

portant changes were the addition of a total-cross-section measurement and

the inclusion of DCS data at angles sufficiently small so that Coulomb

nuclear interference effects are noticeable. It ie assumed that no new

minima with low values of M were created by the changes made. (The

validity of this assumption is supported by the rcsulta of the SPDF random

search to be described in Section III-D.) In general. the changes in the data
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and program produced only small alterations in the phase-shift values

related to each minimum. The presence of the DCS data at small angles

caused the M. values of several of the original minima to increase con-

siderably. These minima correspond to sets of phase shifts that give the

incorrect sign for the Coulomb-nuclear interference effects.

In all results to follow. we employ the revised and extended

data and program. The data used include four recoil-proton polarization

1 2measurements, values of the elastic DCS at 23 anglesol observation,

and a total-cross-section measurement of 56.4 :f:: 1.4 rob (between the c. m.

cutoff angles 14.7 and 158.0 deg). Z The polarization data are given in

Table V of reference 1, and the DeS data are listed in Table III of this

report. These experimental measurements are plotted in Figs. I and 1..

Of the 1.7 distinct sets of phase shifts found in the SPD random oearch.

all but three have negligible probabilities of lying in the vicinity of the true

solution. We base this statement on the X Z distribution of statistical theory.

21 l
which can be applied at least approximately to our re$ults. The X

distribution lor 1.3 degrees of freedom is used here because we are endeavorin~

to fit 29 pieces of experimental information (including _ JlC 0.00 ::1: 0.06} with

five phase shifts and the parameter «. The 24 solutions that were discarded

on the basis of statistical theory have values of M in the range 86 to 1100. and

are therefore highly improbable (the mean M value expected is equal to

the number of degrees of freedom). If the polarization data had not been

present in the analysis. Some of these improbable aets of phase shift13 would

have had low M values and therefore could not have been discal'ded on the

statistical basis alone.

Our three possibly acceptable solutions are presented in Table IV.

The phase shifts given there are of the nuclear type. They were acquired

by subtracting the Coulomb phase shifts -;p:i:: ,which are listed in Table I.- L .
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from the total phase shifts obtained by the search program. The three

solutions in Table IV are of the Fermi type, Minami type, and Yang type,

in order of increasing M. The connections between these sets of phase

shifts are not precisely the relationship" one might expect becaulle olthe

additional constrainU created by the polarization data. However, the feature.

that characterize these "olutions can be noted.

Two other sets of phase shift. are good fits to all but the DCS data

at small angle.. These solutions are similar to the Fermi and Yang fits in

Table IV except that the Ilgns of mo.t of the phase shift. are opposite to the

eigns of the corresponding quantities in the table. Because these two .olutions

give destructive Coulomb-nuclear interference In the forward direction of

scattering, we can definitely exclude them by using the DCS data at small

angles (see Fig. 2).

Figure. 1 and Z show the manner In which the SPO solutions in Table

IV fit the data. The DCS curves calculated from the Minami and Yang leU

of phase shifte are not shown; they closely resemble the Fermi plot. All

three phase-.hilt sets give values for the total croes section that are in good

agreement with the experimental measurement.

We present in Table V the error matrix that is aSlLodated with out

SPD Fern').! solution. The phase-shift uncertainties obtained from this matrix

are based on the errors in the experimental data. In order to make the problem

manageable, we have neglected the systematic uncertainties in the shape of the

Des and have \Hled only the independent uncertainties referred to in Section III-A.

It is these independent errors that are given in Table liI and shown in Fig. Z.

We investigated the influence on the phaee shifts of the systematic uncertainties

just mentioned, and found the effects to be small compared with the rms

errore obtained from the error matrix for the SPD Fermi solution.
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In the remainder of this section, our attention will often be concentrated

on the Fermi solution given in Table IV. The reason. lor disregarding the

Minami and Yang sets of phase shifts will be briefly discussed in Section IV-A.

c. Inadequate SP Fit; Ambiguity in the D- Wave Phase Shifts

Besides our SPD analysis, we have also analyzed the data by

assuming that the pion-nucleon nuclear interaction affects only the Sand P

waves. The beat SP fit that we obtained is given in Table VI: the cor-

responding polarization and DCS curves are shown in Figs. 1 and Z. This

solution i8 of the Fermi type and is obviously an inadequate fit to the experi

mental data. The poor fit i8 shown numerically in the large M value of 9Z.5.

Although the D .. wave nuclear phae e shifts are small in our SPD Fermi set.
. Z2

they are definitely needed in order to obtain a satisfactory fit.

By comparing the SP and SPD Fermi solutions. we observe that

the inclusion of D waves in the analysis has a noticeable effect on 53. 1 and

P3, I" Each is reduced in absolute magnitude when the D-wave nuclear

phase shifts are allowed to have values other than zero. Only the phase

shift P3,3 18 rather insensitive to the number of partial waves included in

the analysis.

When our four polarization measurements are excluded from the

SPD analysis, an uncertainty appears in the D-wave phase shifte. This

ambiguity was mentioned in Section II·D. It gives rise to two Fermi-type

.olutions yielding low values of M, instead of just the one previously discussed.

The two Fermi phase.shift sets, obtained when only the cross-section data

are utilized, are given in Table VI. (They possess lower M values than the

Fermi solution in Table IV because there are fewer experimental measure-

ments to fit.) A principal differen.ce between these two solutions is that the
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D-wave phase shifts 1n one set have signa reversed compared with those in

the other set. The usefulness of the polarization data in differentiating

between these two 8PD phase-shift solutions is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

D. Inclusion of F Wave.

Because of the relatively high accuracy with which the phase shifts

in our SPDFerIni fit are determined, we felt it necessary to extend the

analysis to include F waves. It appea.red quite possible that the addition

of small F-wave phalJe "hiite might cause changes in the other phase shifts

larger than the quoted errors. This indeed turned out to be h~ue. We found

that the inclueion of a small F-wave nuclear interaction not only alter. the

values of almost all the S-, P-, arld D-wave phase shifts but ~lso cauees

their ertors to increase considerably. Also, new solutions appear that fit

the data well.

With the F-wave nuclear phase shifts allowed to be different from

:tero, another random search for solutions was conducted. New random

1nitial valutilll were picked for the phase shifts related to the S, P, and D

wave8. The initial F-wave phase shifts were also chosen at random, but

were restricted to the interval 0*9 deg because we assumed theBe parameter.

to be small. The number of random eets used was 260, and about twice a8

many minima were found as in the SPD random search. Every lIolution with

an M value 01 leas than 40 was obtained at least five times. According

Z
to the X distribution, now for 2.1 degrees of freedom, the probability 18

Ie 8 8 than 10/0 that the M value of the true solution ifJ greater than 40.

As a check on the SPD random-search results, we made SPD

fits to the data using as !Jtarting points the first five phase shifts in the various

SPDF solutions. All the original SPD solutions appeared. In addition,
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only two new minima were found and these pOlsess extremely high M

values. Therefore, we had apparently obtained all the exbting SPD .olutions

with low M values in our original random search.

Every SPDF solution discovered, with a value of M lell. then 40.

ia liated in Table VII. The Fermi-I. lvIinami-I, and Yang-I .olutions

correspond to the three SPD fits given in Table IV. The delignation

lt~'Unami-Yang" re:£ers to the type of fit of that name mentioned in Section I1-D.

Many of the phase-shilt values in the various lolution. denoted ''I" in Table va

are approximately connected by the ambiguity intert'elationshipl dieculled in

the rdercnc:el cited in Section II-D. Similarly interrelated are the three

fits denoted ''11". We will disregard solution 6 because of itl exce.sively

large F 3,7' When SPD fitll to tho crosB-section data only are obtained, the

SPDF Fermi-I and -II solutions reducfli to the solution. of the .ame name.

given in Table VI a.nd therefore appear to be manifestations of the ambiguity

in the D-wave phase shifts. The errormatricee for the.e two sets of phase

shiite are presented in Tables Vill and IX.

The Fermi-II solution and the two Minami ... Yang lite were also found

In the SPD random sea1"ch but then had improbably large M value. because

o! their inability to fit the polarization data. The presence of small j ..... wave

phase shifts ha.l enabled thea" three previously unacceptable solutions to

bocome good fiU to the polarization measurement!. We present in Fig. "

the variation of the polarization with c. m.

first four SPDF solutions in Table VII.

scattering angle predicted by the

The analogous curve tor the

.olution Minami-Yang U is intermediate between those for Fermi 11 and

Minami .. Ya.ng I. The polarization plots for the SPDF Minami .. I and Yang-!

.et. are essentially the same as the corresponding c:urvclP in Fig. 1.
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E. Addition of Q Waves

An attempt was made to observe the effects of G wave. on the

SPDF analysis, again with the aid of the IBM-70-4r computer. When no

reetz-letton. are placed on the size of the O-wave phase shifu, we found

that our former solutions become poorly defined, and additional aets of pha••

shitt. appear that fit the data well. The SPDF Fermi-l and Fermi-IX

.olutions arc altered in character conBiderablr when the nuclear G-wave

interaction is allowed because the computer is beet a.ble to fit the data by

changing some of the phase shifts in these solutions by as much aa 10 to

20 dftg (the M valUl!lS dropping to about 10 and 16, respectively). Even if

the magnttudtu of the nuclear G-wave phase ahifts are held to ..vithin the

arbitrary limit of O.l. deg, the uncortainties in many of the other phase shift.

in the two Fermi aolutione increase to one and one-hal! to two times their

tormer valuos. With the nuclear Goowave interaction allowed, we re

{nyc.tigated all the minima obtained in the SPDF raqdom .earch. The

magnitudes of the nuclear a-wave phase shifts in a given fit were arbitrarily

restricted to be lelllll than one-fifth th€ magnitude of the larger nuclear

]'·wave phase shift in the same fit. l!:ven this constraint did not prevent new

solutions with low M values from arising. With our present data and the

limited amount of available thoore'tical information concerning the phase shift.

related to angular-momentmn states of higher order, '\Ve conclude that we

cannot meaningfully include G wavE'S in the analysis.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Phase-Shift Analysis
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A cOlnprehellsive phaae-shift analyeis has been performed, utilizing

the polarization and cross-section data now available on 1ft.p scattering

at 310 Mev. The D-wave phase shiits were found to be definitely needed

in order to attain an adequate fit to the data. We investigated th0 influence

on thQ analysis of the presence of small :C'.wave phase shift81 not only are

the error. in our original 1<~ermi-type solution increased, but additional

solution. arise that fit the data well. Although the introduction of a small

.It"wave interaction does not greatly improve the best obtainable fit to the data,

no justification can be found for completely neglecting F 1,5 and F 3, 7. We

attempted to exten,d tho phase-shift inquiries to include G waVQB but found

that the available data and theory do not allow the G.wave interaction to be

significantly incorporated into the analysis. Evidently the region of angles

over which pola:rization data exist is not large enough to enable us to

lIatiifactorily define the phase ehiits when G waves are abo assumed

affected by the nuclear interaction.

Our invt'lltigatiollfJ indicate that it is difficult to obtain a completely

meaningful set of phase shifts from pion-nucleon experimental data by using

the partial-wave treatment alono. Further assistance from theory ma.y be

required before one can handle with confidence all the angular-momentum states

measurably affected by the interaction.. The discussions to follow will

principally be limited to the results of our SPDF investigation.

Let us begin the discussion of the various phase-shift solutions by

discarding all those that are of the Yang, Minami, or Minami- Yang type.

A principal reason for rejecting these seta of phase shifts is that they appear
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to disagreewiththe requirements of the dispersion relations for the spin-flip

amplitude of the pion-nucleon scattering in the forward direction. 13,23, 24The

Minami-type .olution is aho unrea.onable because of its large 0 3, 3 and

. 13 25
the implaulible behavior of it. phase shifts at low energy. '

Of the phase-.hilt solutions Ulted in Table VII, only the Fermi-I and

Fermi-II letl remain to be considered (we earlier rejected let 6 because of

it. exceldvely large F 3,7)' In Table X, we 8ummarize the characteristic.

olthele two SPOF .ltermi-type fitl. The SPD Fermi set is abo included

lor comparilon. In comparing the closely related SPO Fermi and SPDF

Fermi-I solution., we notice that only P3,3 18 es.entially unaffected by the

addition of the F-wave interaction (owing to the strong dependence of this

phale shilt on only the total crOl8 section). Although F 3,5 and F 3,7 in

the SPOF Fermi-l solution are small and their error. overlap 0 deg, the

effect of their presence is con.iderable.

Table X .howl the drastic increa.e. in the phase....hilt error. that

occur when F waves are added to the gPO Fermi solution and the SPDF

Fermi-l .et 11 thereby obtained. Thil would .eem, at firlt glance, to indicate

that much lee. information can be derived from this type of solution now that

F wa.ve. are allowed. Actually this is not true because many of the correlation

coefficient. are large in the SPOF Fermi-l solution. Large correlation co

eflicienU 8ignify strong relationships between the phase shift., and thus in-

formation about one phase shift will, in general. give useful information about

other phase shilts. In any comparison of theory with the SPOF Fermi-I set,

it will be important to use the entire error matrix (Table VIII).
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To facilitate the phase-shift analysis, we neglected inelastic IIcattering.

Additional uncertainties in the solution. of Table X exist because of this dis-

regard of all but the elastic-scattering reaction. There iI little experi

+mental information available on inelastic procelses in 11' -p ecattering at

310 Mev. However, estimates can be made of the magnitude of the total

Inelaetic cros. section at this energy by combining the experimental measure-

Z6 Z7
mente of Willis at 500 Mev with theories such as those by Rodberg,

Z8 Z9 +Franklin, and Kazee. The results indicate that the 11' -p total inelastic

crol. section 18 1e81 than 1 mb at 310 Mev.

The inclulion in our analysis of even this small amount of inelastic

.cattering can cause changes in the phase shifte. We have ob.erved the alter-

atlons In the .olutions given in Table X when a total inelaetic eros••ection of

1 mb is allowed. Various extreme assumptions were made about the manner

in which this amount of inelastic scattering might be distributed among the

different angular-momentum states of. the interaction. Each inelastic par-

ameter wal assumed, in turn, to have a value 8ufliciently le88 than unity 80 a8

to account for the entire I-mb cross section (all the other inelastic parameters

Z6remaining at unity). Equation (7) of Willis was used in order to calculate

these values. For each assumed set of inelastic parameters and for each

solution considered, the computer redetermined the values of the phase shifts

yielding the minimum magnitude of M (this general procedure was dil!lcussed

briefly in Section lil-A). We conclude from the results of this investigation

that, if inelastic-scattering processes could properly be taken into account,

any changes in the quoted values of the phase shifts would probably be well

within the corresponding errors given in Table X.
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_.~:..._92~P':l:E~SO~_o£ the SPDF Fermi-Ty'pe_~.~_~\1~i.,?_x:_!,

Let us examine more closely the two SPDF Fermi-type solutions.

both of which are excellent fite to the data. Both sets are reasonable from

the point oi view that the F-wave phase shifts are small compared with those

related to the D wave. We are unwilling to discard the Fermi-ll solution on

the bash of lack of continuity with results of phase- shift analyses at other

energies because we believe these other analyse. may suffer the .ame un-

certainties ae our SPD re8ult8. In the remainder of this section. comparisons

between the two SPDJF Fermi solutions will be made in an attempt to eliminate

one of these two sets of phase ehiits.

Both solutions give Re[ £(Oon lill - 0.686:t 0.0 1Z in units of fl/J.Lc (1Jo de

notes the pi-meson rest mass) where Re[ £(Oon is the real part of the forward

+scattering amplitude. lor 11 -p nuclear elastic scattering. in the c. m.

system. The result. -0.686. was calculated by inserting the nuclear phase

30.hifts of Table X into Eq. (ll) of Anderson and Davidon. (The value computed

for Re[ £(Oon i8 almost independent of the number of partial wave. assumed

to be affected by the nuclear interaction.) We obtained the error by using the

error matrices in Tables VIII and IX. The sign ot Re[ f(Oo)} is determined by

the absolute 8ign of the set of phase shiftl!l used. which in turn is determined

by the sign of the Coulomb-nuclear interference contribution to the DeS. We

neglect a small correction (apparently less than 10/0) to Re[ f(Oo)} arising from

the disregard of possible inelastic contributions to the total cross section when

the computer normalizes the experimental elastic DeS to the experimental

value of the total cross section. If inelastic scattering takes place but is

neglected in the phase-shift analysis. DeS values calculated from the re

sulting sets of phase shifts will be too large. Because of the close relationship
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between Re[ £(0°>1 and the value of the DeS for nuclear scattering at

(J II 0 deg. the disregard of inelastic scattering causes the magnitude
c. m.

quoted for Re[ f(Oo)] to be slightly too great.

Our result for Re[ f(Oon agrees well with values predicted by the

31
dispersion relations and based on other experimental data. The curve

calculated by Spearman gives Re[f(O°)1 :1$ - 0.70 {or {Z =0.08, where

2. 32
f i8 the renormalized, unrationalized, pion-nucleon coupling constant.

Another recent analysis 11 that by Cronin, who predicts _1.351<10- 13 cm at 310

Mev for the real p~rt of the forward-scattering amplitude in the laboratory

Z 33
system (for I II 0.08). When transformed to the laboratory system, our

6 -13reeult becomes ( .. 1.3 .0.02)XI0 em, again in good agreement with the

dispersion relations.

When the two SPDF Fermi-type solutions are compared with the

predictions of the phase-shift formulas of Chew, Goldberger, Low, and

34
Nambu, we find that Fermi I h in better agreement. The P-wave phase

.hUts of Fermi I are more in accord with the effective-range formulas of

Chew 2!.al, than are the corresponding phase shifts of Fermi II. The

effective-range equations predict approximately -5 deg for P3, 1 and 127 deg

llor P3.3 at 310 Mev. We obtained these results by assuming f :: 0.08 and

wr II l.1. The quantity wr is the value of w at the 3.3 resonance. where

Co) denotes the total energy in the c. m. system. exclusive of the nucleon

re8t energy, in units of J.1C 2. The effective-range formulas are expected to

be valid only at low energies. Therefore the fact that the Fermi-II 8~t

disagrees more noticeably with these equations than does the Fermi-I solution

18 not sufficient reason by itself for discarding the former set of phase shifts.
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One often compa.re. experimentally obtained vnluell of P3,3 with the

35 3
effective-range theory by means of the Chew- Low plot [~(q cot P3, 3)/w

ver.ull w. where q 18 the momentum of the pi meson in the c. m. system,

in unit. of ....el. The value. of P 3.3 in both Fermi I and Fermi II give resulU

that fall below the Btraight line passing through the low-energy points on thhi

type of plot, in accord with the reau1ts of other experiment. at energiea near

or above 300 Mev. The D-wave phase ehifU in the SPDF Fermi-! .olution

agree in .1gn and rea.onably well in magnitude with the theoretical formulae

of Chew.!!.!!:, which predict D3,3. + 0.3 deg and D3 • Sa .. Z.5 deg at 310

Mev, the D-wave phase shifts in Fermi II dilagree in both .ign and magnitude.

However. these formula. do not include the e£fecte of the pion-pion interaction

and thua may not give accurate predictions.

36
The straight-line plot at low energies of 53, 1 as a function of q can

be linearly extrapolated to 310 Mev and compared with the values of this phase

ahilt in our two SPDF Fermi solutions. The extrapolat.ed value obtained i8

near -13 deg. and therefore the comparison yields the better agreement

lor Fermi I. Once again, thh alone 11 not adequate evidence against Fermi 11

becau.e the linear relationship between 53, 1 and q probably doel not extend

to eneriie. all high as 310 Mev.

Although both the SPDF Fermi-I and E'ermi-U solutions give results

that agree with the dispersion relations predicting Re[ f(Oo)}. these two sets

01. phase .hifts yield contrasting results when compared with the dispersion

relation. for the spin-flip forward-scattering amplitude. following the method

23 31
01. Davidon and Goldberger. • Dispersion-relation theory predict. that

y .l· + Cx, where l- is again the pion-nucleon coupling constant, C

b a constant, x is a given function of the energy, and y depends in a .tated

way on the pha.e .hifts and the energy. As shown in reference 23. Fermi-
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type phase shifts that are based on SP analyses over a range of energies

lower than 310 Mev exhibit approximately the predicted y-x linear behavior

2
and extrapolate to a reasonable value of f. (At sufficiently low energics,

we would expect the SP-type analysis to be adequate.) Strictly speaking, the

function y depends on the phase eMits at aU energies. However, for Fermi-

type 8olutions and for the region of energies considered in the Davldon and

Goldberger article, y dependa principally on the values of the phase shifts

at the energy at which it is being evaluated and on the bchavior of P3.3 at

other energies, about which reasonable assumptions can be made when necessary.

Approximate calc\)lations u8ing the FEJ:a.·mi-I solution give y QI + 0.03*0.08.

when Fermi II is considered, y il'lS + O.33:!;Q.02. We have included in the errors

quoted only the error arising from the term Re(a3) in Eq. (2.6) of reference Z3.

The entire error matriccs (Tables VIn and IX) were used '.,..he11 calculating

these errors. Assuming that the other uncertainties in the calculation do not

greatly change the general features of th~se results fOl' y, we find that the

,Fermi-I solution is in moderately good agreement with the straight lir4e of

reference 23 (which yields about 0.15 for y at 310 Mev) but that lterrni II dis-

agrees. Relying on th.e Davidon and Goldberger analysis, then, we apparently

may 8ay that only the Fermi-l solution is admissible.
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C. Concluding Remarks

Although theory appears to favor the Fermi-I set over the Fermi-II,

further theoretical evidence and, in addition, experimental justification are

desirable. Useful experimental information could ?robably be obtained by

performing 8upplemental polarization mealmrements at sufficiently .mall

angles. We note in Fig. 4 that appreciably different values of the polarization

are predicted by the two Fermi solutions at c. m. scattering angles in the

vicinity of 60 deg. If a practicable method could be developed for de

termining the polarization of protons with energies approximating 50 Mev.

one could perform recoil-proton polarization measurement. that r,aight

distinguish between the two SPD.F Fermi solutions. The eame data might

also provide experimental evidence against the SPDF Minami, Yang, and

Minami-Yang eolutions.

In conclusion, the euccese of the SPD analysis was 80 striking that

an inve8Ugation of the effects of F waves was in order. The inclusion of

F waves hili given a good fit to the data, but not a.n appreciably better fit

than in the SPO analysis. The errors in the phase shifts of the Fermi-!

type have become very much larger than they were before the F waves were

added, but because many of the correlation coefficienU are quite large there

is still a great deal of information contained in the SPDF analysis. It is hoped

that this work constitutes a fJignificant .tep in the quantitative study of pion

nucleon scattering.
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Table 1. Nonrelativietic Coulomb phase shifts. firyt-order relativistic

correction". and corrected Coulomb phase shHtIl (all in degrees) at an

incident pion laboratory kin~tic energy of 310 Mev. The signs given here

+apply to ". -p scattering.

L

o

1

z

3

0.00

0.44

0.66

0.81

0.92.

0.09

0.09

0.06

0.04

0.03

-0.17

-0.09

-0.06

-0.04

0.09

0.53

0.72.

0.85

0.95

0.27

0.57

0.75

0.88

Table lIe Pha.Be-liMit notation {or ".+-p scattering

L J Phase-shift
symbol

0 liZ 5 l • 1

i liZ P3.l

1 3/Z P3.3

Z 3/2 D 3 • 3

Z 5/2 D3 • 5

3 5/2 F 3 • 5

3 1/2 F 3 • 7
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Table III. Experimental DCS meaeuremenh (in the c. m. system) used

2
in the pha/se-shift analyllil. The errore given are standard deviationl and

are independent. Not included 11 an rms error of approximately =6%

in the absolute DCS scale.

c. m .•
Icattering angle

(deg)

1(0~. nl. )

(rob/sterad)

14.0 18.71*0.60

19.6 16.05.0.46

25.2 13. 82:t(). 31

30.6 12.99*0.25

34.6 ll.Z8:1:O.27

36.Z 11.6511t.:0.21

44.0 9.82*0.15

51.8 8.59.0.26

56.8 7.54:t:O.28

60.0 6.58:1:0.22

69.6 4. 13:t:O.l0

75.3 3.62*0.09

81.6 2.77±O.O8

97.8 1.66:1;0.07

105.0 1.51:1:0.06

108.1 1.62±O.01

120.9 2.08±O.08

135.2 2.93:t:O.14
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Table Ill. Continued

UCRL-9481

C. m. 1(0c. m. )
scattering angle (rob/sterad)

(de£)

140.6 .3. 36:i:O. 12

144.7 3.76.0.15

15l.2 4.10*0. Zl

156.4 4. 51:t:O.17

165.0 4.88*0.1 Z
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Table IV. Solutions found in the SPD random search that best !it the

experimental data. The mean M value expected ill 23.

Type of .olution M Nuclear phase ahift(deg)

53, I P3, 1 P 3,3 D 3,3 D3,5

Fermi 15.8 -18.5 - 4.7 134..8 1.9 -4.0

:Minami 3Z.0 - 7.1 -22.3 -1.9 135.6 0.8

Yang 37.7 -a3.Z 126.Z 159.0 7.~ -4.6

Table V. Error matrix 1.01' the SPD Fermi solution. The matrix element.

2
are in (deg) •

83• 1 0.41 0.1.6 0.17 0.11 -0.20

P3.1 0.32 0.05 0.11 -0.18

P3.3 0.42 -0.01 0.05

D3• 3 0.13 -0.10

D3,5 0.19
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Table VI. The liSP Fermi" solution is our best SP fit to the experi

mental data. "Fermi 1 It a..'1d "Fermi IP' are the tv-v SPD Fermi 80-

lutiona with low M values that are obtained when the computer h re

quired to fit only the cross-section data (the.e solution. exhibit the

ambiguity in the D-wave phase ehilts).

Type of Mean M Computed
Nuclear phase shift (deg)

solution expected M 5 3,1 PJ,l P 3, .3 D3,3 D3,5

SP Fermi 25 92.5 -22.3 -8.1 136.1 0 0

Fermi I 19 13.9 -16.8 -4.0 134.8 3.3 -5.4

Fermi n 19 14.1 -24.0 -8.8 137.3 -3.5 2.4



Table Vn. Solutions found in the SPDF random search that possess values of M less than 40. The mean M

value expected is ZI.

Nuclear phase shift (de g)

No. Type of Solution M 5 3,1 P3.1 P3.3 D 3,3 D 3,5 F 3• 5 F 3•7

1 Fermi I 14.1 -17.2 - 2.9 135.0 3.1 -4.9 0.5 -0.6

2 Minami~Yang I 17.6 123.1 -22.4 3.1 158.6 O.l -2.8 -0.1

3 Fermi. II 18.3 ~35.5 -16.1 151." -11.4 13.1 -1.1 -1.8

-4 Yangll 26.6 ..32.0 142.2 160.4 17.8 -6.4 -1.7 -1.3 ,
~

164.0 ""5 .Mina.zni-Yang n 26.9 139.9 -39.0 13.1 -4.9 -5.7 l.O ,

6 27.8 -19.2 -7.6 153.8 2.0 -21.1 -2.7 13.0

7 Minami 1 31.7 -7.2 .22.4 -2.0 136.8 0.8 0.2 0.1

8 Yang I 34.Z -23.6 124.7 159.5 5.8 -4.1 -1.5 0.7
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Table VIII. Error matrix for the 5POF Fermi-I solution. The matrix elements

2
are in (deg) •

53,1 P3,1 P3.3 °3.3 ° 3• 5 F 3,5 F 3 7,

53,1 6.93 10.38 -0.08 6.65 -5.56 1.27 -3.61

P3.1 16.14 -0.36 10.34 -8.54 1.96 -5.66

P3,3 0.42 -0.Z8 0.27 -0.05 0.16

D3,3 6.76 -5.51 1.28 -3.67

D3,5 4.61 -1.04 3.00

F 3,5 0.31 -0.70

F 3,7 Z.03
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Tabl. IX. Error matrix for the SPDF Fermi-II aolution. The matrix

Z
elementa are In (deg) 4

F,.7

53,1 0.50 -0.11 0.30 -0.08 0.08 -0.08 0.1'

P , ,1 0••3 ..0.37 O.Z4 -0.30 0.13 -0.11

P,,3· 0.70 ..0.Z5 0.Z6 -0.1' 0.12

D3,3 O.ZZ -0.Z2 0.08 -0.08

D,.5 0.Z9 -0.11 0.11

J"3.5 0.08 ..0.06

1'3,1 0.09
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Table X. Phase shifte for 801utione of the Fermi type arising in the SPD

+and SPDF analyses 01 1f -p 8cattering data at 310 Mev. The unih are

degree.. The errore are 8tandard deviations and are the _quare roots of the

diagonal elements of the error matrices presented in Table. V, VIII, and IX.

Solution

Nuclear

phale

.hiit

gPD

(M = 15.8

SPDF Fermi 1

14.1

SPDF Fermi II

18.3)

5 3,1 -18.5=0.6 -17.Z:t:2.6 -35.5:0.7

P3,1 - 4.7:':0.6 .. Z.9:t:4.0 -16. H::O. 7

P3, .3 134.8=*:0.6 135.0=*0.6 151.4:f:0.8

D3,3 1.9=0.4 3.1 :1:2. 6 -11.4:£:0.5

D3,5 .. 4.0:1:0.4 - 4.9~2.1 13.1=0.5

F 3,S 0.5:£0.6 .. 1.1d:0.3

F 3 •7 .. O.6l1l:l.4 - 1.8::t:O.3
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. Experimental recoil~protonpolarization measurements given in

Table V of reference 1. The solid curves represent the fite to the

data predicted by the SPD solutions in Table IV of thi8 work. The

SP fit, which is di8cussed in Section III-C, 18 indicated by the dashed

CU1·ve.

Fig. Z. The experimental c. m. DCS measurements given in Table III have

been multiplied by I + « to normalize thern to the total cro. 8 section.

The value of « used (-0.018) is that giving the minimum magnitude of

M for both the SPO and SP Fermi-type solutions. Independent

error. only are shown. The solid curve, which represents the

Fermi BPO solution, fiU the data well. The dot-dash curve at

smnll angles .how. the behavior of the SPD Fermi and Yang lolutions

that p08sess phase~8hift signs opposite to those given in Table IV.

The curve with short dashes, shown only at large angles, 18 the

Ferrni SP fit discussed in Section III-C. It is given only where it

deviates Bufficiently from the SPO fit to be easily drawn.

Fig. 3. Va.riation of polarization with angle predicted by the two SPD Fermi

solutions with low M values that are obtained when the computer fits

only the cross-section data. These solutions exhibit the ambiguity in

the D-wave phase shifts. The values of the phase shifts for these fits

are given in Table VI. When the four polarization measurements (shown

above) are included in the SPD analysis. the Fermi-I curve can be

easily altered to fit the polarization data but the Fermi-II curve cannot.

Fig. 4. Variation of polarization with c. m. scattering angle predicted by the

first four SPDF solutions in Table VII. For reasons of clarity, the

large-angle behavior of two of the curves is not shown. All curves

satisfactorily fit the three negative polarization measurements.
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